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     Randwick City Tourism Inc. 

ABN 95631294423 

President’s Report 2017 

 

This is my final report as President following three years in the position.  For 

this reason, I have added a short section on reflections and recommendations to 

the usual statement of who we are and a snapshot of what has been happening 

during the past year. 

Randwick City Tourism Inc. (RCT) is an association established in 1990, 

managed by an executive committee of volunteers with support from Randwick 

City Council. 

 

Our objectives are to: 

o encourage residents of Randwick to appreciate the benefits of the 

visitor economy; 

o provide a cohesive & unified focus for Council & local business; 

o encourage sustainable tourism development; 

o coordinate promotion of key destinations and activities; 

o represent Randwick’s tourism interest to State and Federal 

governments & within the tourism sector; 

o advise Council on tourism policy. 

 

Executive Members: 

Council Representative:  Cr Brendan Roberts 

General Manager’s Representative:  Suzanne Williamson 

Founding Members: Terry McGuinness, Peter Smith (Secretary & Public Officer) 

Chamber Representative:  Jan Alexander (Randwick & The Spot) to October 

UTS Business Tourism:  Dr David Beirman 

Bikes Botany Bay/Laperouse Coastcare: Lynda Newnam (President & Treasurer) 

Accommodation (Coogee Plaza): Katrine O’Hagan from October 

International Institute for Peace through Tourism(Australia):  Gail Parsonage  

Coogee Lions/Coogee Chamber:  David Morgan 

Tourism Operator Let’s Go Surfing:  Brenda Miley 

Gordon’s Bay Scuba Club:  Jann Barry (Vice President) 

Randwick & Districts Historical Society:  Mr Bob Diracca 
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The RCT committee had another busy year attending events, supporting 

Council’s work on the Coastal Walk and assisting in the organisation of the 

major forum on Tourism Growth Opportunities.  We also continued with the 

preliminary work required for the changeover to Eastern Beaches Tourism with 

a draft revision of the Constitution, procurement of various domains and early 

work on rebranding.  This direction changed on the 27th July when the State 

Government announced that there would be no amalgamation of Randwick, 

Waverley and Woollahra.  

 

Council’s Economic Development Officer, Suzanne Williamson, continued to 

provide excellent support.   

  

REFLECTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The following is based on my experience as 

President over the past three years and 

prior to that as an ordinary member for 6 

years. I have not consulted with other 

members, so therefore my 

recommendations cannot be construed as 

reflecting the view of RCT. 

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

 

I consider the first major task for RCT is 

to develop a strategy in partnership with 

Randwick City Council (RCC).  Unlike 

Chambers of Commerce which represent 

the business interests of local members, 

RCT’s objectives focus on destinations, 

events, and services, and the processes 

and polices which support and grow the 

visitor economy. These are areas of 

primary concern to Council in service 

delivery to residents/ratepayers.   

 

The representation on our committee, and in our network, reflects the diversity 

of the reach of tourism:  major destinations such as Centennial Park, National 

Parks and Royal Randwick; major transport infrastructure eg. Sydney Airport; 

Accommodation large eg. the Crown Plaza, and small eg. The Dive; Chambers of 

Commerce; organisations with a focus on heritage eg. Randwick and Districts 

Historical Society and sustainability eg Bikes Botany Bay; volunteers from clubs 

working on major tourism projects, eg. Gordon’s Bay; International associations 

eg. International Institute for Peace through Tourism.  
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At our meetings this year we 

welcomed presentations on 

Disability Access from Randwick 

and Waverley Community 

Transport and Ability Links East 

as well as Integrated Transport 

from Randwick Council’s Tony 

Lehmann.  Public transport for 

current and projected demand, 

connected and safe active 

transport links, provision for 

disability, and wayfinding tools need to be provided at a standard that meets the 

needs of both locals and visitors.  Ongoing auditing of facilities with key 

stakeholders engaged (eg Disability providers, Cycling networks, walking 

groups, Chambers and Tourism) is essential, along with information provided on 

Council’s website and promoted on RCT’s sites.   

 

Council has an ongoing commitment under its Economic Development Strategy 

to consult with RCT on cycling policy and the Coastal Walk and there is a 

commitment in principle for a Whale Watching Platform and associated 

interpretation and a Greeters program, similar in scope to the Brisbane Greeters 

which is managed by Brisbane City Council.   

 

There are other 

major tourism 

policy issues 

which have not 

been addressed 

such as 

accommodation.  

For example, how 

do we meet 

demand for 

accommodation to 

attract the higher 

spend event and 

conference 

market?  What is 

our policy on 

Airbnb?  
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Can we proactively support sports 

focussed providers, eg. golf courses; 

scuba diving?  What is our response 

to the Cruise Industry which has 

flagged Port Botany as a potential 

terminal.  How could such a 

repositioning drive business to 

Randwick?  

 

Managing the tension that may 

result from impacts produced by 

large numbers of visitors, 

particularly where there is anti-

social behaviour, is one of the major 

challenges for Council and Police but also of concern for businesses and others 

dependent on the visitor economy. And it goes to the heart of RCT’s first 

objective: encourage residents of Randwick to appreciate the benefits of the 
visitor economy.  The examples quoted here are Coogee and La Perouse. 

 

La Perouse, which was identified for 

tourist growth in Council’s Economic 

Development Strategy and again this 

year in its submission to the Greater 

Sydney Commission Draft District 

Plan, experiences ‘car hoon’ 

behaviour.  Although the problem 

impacts higher numbers of residents 

in adjacent suburbs, the focus has 

been on gating the La Perouse Loop 

and banning parking on Anzac Parade from 10pm. There was a proposal before 

Traffic Committee in December last year to institute a 9pm lockdown. While 

Police and Council have reacted to demands from the local precinct committee 

there has been no coordinated effort to involve a range of stakeholders, including 

business owners, to find a longer- term solution which also addresses key themes 

in current planning on placemaking, eg. the night-time economy. 

   

The incident at Coogee last Christmas prompted calls for a permanent ban on 

alcohol and this subsequently came into force in March.  Conversations in print 

and social media were predominately reactive.  The Mayor’s column in the 

Southern Courier suggested that Coogee Beach was for local families rather than 

being a state asset integral to the local economy of Coogee.  The ‘jobs to residents’ 

ratio for Randwick from the ABS 2015/6 data shows an average of 0.74 with the 

Health and Education sector above 1.0 and hospitality below.  As part of a 

package of initiatives to encourage employment growth, Council might consider 

positive messaging around visitations.  An inclusive, consultative approach to 

finding solutions to better manage visitors and their impacts would also align 

with Council’s stated commitments to stakeholder engagement.  
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Visitor safety is an area where 

messages need to be embedded. 

(Pictured left are tourists at Mahon 

Pool Maroubra).  

 

 

Collaboration is increasingly 

recognised as critical to achieving 

better outcomes. Randwick is 

fortunate in having volunteer 

associations that organise events 

throughout the year. These attract 

visitors, and not only contribute to the local economy but also build community 

capacity.  

 

Under the City’s Cultural Plan 

there is a community grants 

program to support some of the 

events with in-kind and cash 

donations.  The Plan was due to be 

reviewed in 2017, and an Events 

Strategy was to be developed.  

Accurately quantifying the 

multiplier effects, both direct and 

indirect(social) would be useful.  

For example, the cost of a 

community grant for a charity 

event may be equivalent in $terms 

to the donation given the charity, however, this does not account for the 

economic activity generated nor for community learnings and empowerment and 

the capacity build that underpins further events. 

 

The current plan does not promote opportunities for collaboration with 

businesses to diversify the experience for participants and build capacity among 

organisers, eg. alerting neighbouring businesses, maximising use of 

communication tools through Council.  Council advertises Council events on its 

e-news and through print media and the service could be extended.  It would be 

useful to have a comprehensive listing of events to ensure better coordination 

and a promotions policy 

that doesn’t 

discriminate against 

volunteer events.  The 

focus needs to be on 

customers, which for 

events in Randwick 

includes visitors as well 

as residents/ratepayers.   

 

Major policy issues, 

driven at Federal and 
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State level require coordination with an eye on the visitor economy, eg. climate 

change impacts. The map shows Clovelly Beach under water within the century.  

Information could be incorporated into interpretation (static and digital) on the 

Coastal Walk. Informed resilient communities are also better prepared when 

climate events impact the city, as discussed at the Tourism Risk and Reputation 

forum RCT co-hosted last year. 

 

To deliver on key objectives, RCT needs to be engaged with Council in policy and 

strategic planning discussions on the visitor economy. Currently, there appears 

to be a lack of direction. As an example, when Council made a submission on the 

Greater Sydney Commission’s Draft District Plan there was a very brief 

statement about tourism which focussed only on La Perouse.   It neglected to 

address the diversity, and identify opportunities and challenges, particularly 

growth. In correspondence to the General Manager RCT requested a 

supplementary submission be made.  A response from an officer in Strategic 

Planning effectively dismissed these concerns.  I wouldn’t suggest that Council 

staff were not diligent rather that there would have been competing demands 

and tourism was likely to be a low priority.  Additionally, during the last few 

years this would have been compounded by uncertainty surrounding 

amalgamations. Nonetheless, the relationship needs to be strengthened and 

more generally a culture of collaboration with stakeholders encouraged.  There’s 

considerable expertise within the executive committee and the general 

membership which can be harnessed for providing more and better experiences, 

leveraging the existing assets and creatively managing the challenges associated 

with growth.  

 

Some of the key areas where this could occur immediately: 

 

The development of a Strategic Plan aligned with commitments in what will be 

the finalised Eastern City District Plan; 

 

Establishing a Greeters Program; 

 

Amenities and Interpretation Audit of the Coastal Walk; 

 

Sister Cities Plan for cross promotion; 

 

Accommodation audit to ensure Randwick has the diversity and sufficient 

supply, existing and pipeline, to meet future demand.  This may require a fresh 

look at planning controls to be done in conjunction with the 2018-2020 LEP. 

 

Transport and Accessibility Audit that aligns with visions in the State 

Government’s Future Transport Plan currently on exhibition.  

 

Open Space Audit.  The Greater Sydney Commission has highlighted the need to 

take an innovative approach to sharing large single purpose open spaces such as 

golf courses. 
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Tourism Network & Future of RCT 

 

Over the past 4 years RCT has not collected fees.  There are reasons for this.  

Firstly, there was uncertainty regarding the model required by an amalgamated 

Eastern Beaches Council.  Secondly, there was an understanding that the policy 

work that needed to be achieved in close collaboration with Council and State 

agencies did not lend itself to targeted promotion of individual businesses.  In 

the early years of RCT many businesses did not have websites; prior to 2004 

Facebook did not exist.  With the diversity of ICT tools there are a range of 

platforms available for promotion and RCT no longer has a marketable product.  

The shift has been reflected in the major networking events which we have co-

hosted; Growth in Chinese Tourism; Reputation and Risk:  Growth 

Opportunities.  Thirdly, fees present two major problems: an inordinate amount 

of volunteer resource is expended on both collection and delivery of services.  And 

further, organisations that pay very rightly expect returns so rather than 

focussing on promotion that optimises visitor experience there is a selective focus 

based on identifying benefits for a restricted membership. Fees are also a barrier 

to participation with volunteer associations, and large organisations, particularly 

those managing public open space, unlikely to join.  Tourism Associations need 

these organisations more than they need the associations. 

 

One model which could be considered would reduce RCT to an Advisory 

Committee of Council or a sub-committee of the existing Economic Development 

Committee.  In this case the association would be wound up. 

 

The model that I would recommend would allow businesses free membership of 

the network as part of a collection of rate-based services. RCT would manage the 

network in close collaboration with the Directorate for Economic Development.  

As an independently managed organisation there are greater opportunities for 

external collaboration.  At present operating costs are minimal, averaging 

around $2000 a year so RCT could continue for another 5-6 years or longer with 

an annual Council operating grant. For a small contribution, Council would have 

a pool of expertise available. 
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2017 SNAPSHOT 

   

Tourism Growth Opportunities Forum 

held 13th October at Prince Henry 

 

 

Bastille Day July 14 

 

 

Our National Parks at La Perouse and 

Malabar were part of the 50 year 

celebrations of NSW National Parks.  

Randwick announced in June that it 

would be commencing work on the 

walkway around the western 

escarpment.  It is due for completion 

by the end of 2017. 
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Frolicking seals at 

Molineux Point 

Port Botany, end 

of Randwick’s 

Coastal Walk, in 

September, a 

popular spot for 

marine mammals 

and 

internationally 

protected 

shorebirds.   

In September the Minister for 

Environment and Energy, Josh 

Frydenberg, announced 

National Heritage Listing for 

the National Park at La 

Perouse (and Kurnell). This 

was the first time scientific 

work had been listed 

celebrating Australia’s first 

scientist Daniel Solander and 

the Banks Solander collections. 

There is a tentative proposal for 

World Heritage Listing that 

would include this Linnaean 

site and others around the world.  

 

 

New amenities block at Coogee opened by Councillor Roberts 
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Ecoliving Fair 3rd September with Jann and the Taste of Coogee on the same 

weekend.  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The HMAS Sydney departing in May for West Australia to be  

scrapped.  Gordon’s Bay Scuba Club have stepped up their campaign for a 

petition for another ship, likely to be the HMAS Darwin. 

 

 

 

Dive Safari in Matraville 

winning the Tourism 

Services Award at the 

Randwick Business Awards 

at Royal Randwick on 1st 

November.  
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Centennial Park opened the very popular Wild Play Children’s Garden. 

                                                                                                                            

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The UNSW Reuse Program http://www.arc.unsw.edu.au/volunteering/ereuse  

was awarded a Highly Commended at the Keep NSW Beautiful Awards at 

Prince Henry, hosted by the 2017 Sustainable City Randwick, 14th November. 

 
On the 26th October, Randwick City Council took over the management of a 

major tourist destination, La Perouse Museum and surrounding Headland, 

under a 42 year lease with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service. 

(Minister Upton and Mayor da Souza signing the lease in September).   

http://www.arc.unsw.edu.au/volunteering/ereuse
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Minister for Tourism Adam Marshall alongside committee member Gail 

Parsonage, President of IIPT (Australia Branch) 

Heffron Park 

Randwick 

Botany 

Cycling Club 

Retro 

Festival 

celebrating 

40 years, 11th 

November.  

 

 

Spot Festival 
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Surfing Walk of Fame induction at Maroubra Beach in July 

Mayor Noel da Souza with Tony White 

Minister Upton announcing Container 

Deposit Scheme at Coogee 

 

 

 

 

 

Blak Markets under the guidance of Peter Cooley and Sarah Martin grow from 

strength to strength expanding from Bare Island to Barangaroo.  
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Presentations on Disability Access at our August Meeting 
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The Murray Rose Malabar Ocean Swim held in February 

 

Coogee Surf Carnival celebrates its centenary in February 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Australia Day Lamb 

Advertisement filmed at 

Little Bay 
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Kamay Park Run at Yarra Bay every Saturday morning attracts international 

and interstate visitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information about Meetings and Submissions on website: 

www.randwickcitytourism.com  

Meetings: 6 were held during the year 

5th December, 20th February, 3rd April, 5th June, 7th August, 9th October 

 

Presentations were made by Tony Lehmann on Integrated Transport (February), 

Kim Millar from the Prince of Wales Hospital Foundation (June), and  

Lilia and Troy from Ability Links East and Stephen Tait, Development & 

Strategy from Randwick Waverley Community Transport (August).  

 

Committees: 

 

Represented on Police Community Liaison Committee, Sydney Water Malabar 

Treatment Plant Committee, National Parks Regional Advisory Committee;  

Sydney Dive Wreck Working Party. 

 

Submissions, Consultation and Events attended: 

Two half day forums for the Greater Sydney Commission; Submission to the 

Greater Sydney Commission on Tourism in the Central (now Eastern) District;  

Submission on naming of Centennial Park Light Rail Stop; Workshops on Rock 

Fishing; Waverley Business Forums; Bayside BEC; Randwick Business Awards; 

Future Transport Forum, Coogee; Randwick Pub Biz networking; Disability 

Inclusion Action Plan Consultation. 

 

Lynda Newnam 

19th November 2017 

http://www.randwickcitytourism.com/

